Join other young writers this summer at the University of Minnesota campus to meet new friends and write. Campers will be guided by licensed teachers using the backdrop of the University campus as a catalyst to unleash their creativity. Offering time and inspiration, Minnesota Writing Project Young Writers Camps support young writers in a collaborative atmosphere where they can explore writing through fun activities.

REGISTER AT
mwp.umn.edu
THE CAMPS
Our full-day camps include opportunities for young writers to explore different topics, share their writing with each other, learn ways to respond and receive feedback, and write in a supportive environment. We will be outside everyday, weather permitting. Camp Leaders will send an introductory email the Friday before camps begin and each day of the week with a review of what was covered and possible extensions such as conversation topics or additional texts.

THE CAMP LEADERS
All Camp Leaders are currently licensed and practicing K–12 teachers and are considered leaders in the profession.

THE COST
Early Bird Registration before May 1, 2023
One week of camp: $325
Two weeks of camp: $625

Regular Registration beginning May 1, 2023
One week of camp: $350
Two weeks of camp: $650

Sibling / Friend Discount:
Registration for two or more campers at the same time will automatically receive a 10% discount.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
MWP@UMN.EDU
YOUNG WRITERS CAMP
GRADES 3–5
The choices we make everyday impact ourselves and others. If we want the world to be a better place, then we need to speak up and stand up for what is right. We will explore picture books that show service to others and our interdependence with the environment. Along with exploring campus, we will use these mentor texts as a starting point for our own writing and thinking about our place in the world and how we can make a positive difference for all.

YOUNG WRITERS CAMP
GRADES 6–8
Are you a writer? Have you ever wanted to write your own novel about dragons? Or create your own magical fanfiction? Or maybe storyboard your own comics? Join us at the University of Minnesota to write daily and create amazing stories to share!

Our day-long camps allow young writers to explore, read, and write in their own time. Everyday, we will visit different buildings and art exhibitions throughout the University of Minnesota campus through a daily “Writing Marathon.” Students will read short stories (or bring in books of their own!) and build on their own amazing writing skills.

SESSION 1: JUNE 19–23, 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
SESSION 2: JUNE 26–30, 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM

DAILY SCHEDULE
Check In 8:15 – 9:00 AM
Morning Activities 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Lunch Break 12:00 – 1:00 PM
Afternoon Activities: 1:00 – 3:00 PM
Check Out 3:00 – 3:45 PM

REGISTER AT MWP.UMN.EDU

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
MWP@UMN.EDU